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“Its impulsive, and not the smartest idea, to call an album’s

success over the first two singles but I’ll admit that what he’s

done so far... His eye towards the challenges of the music life

and the difficulties awaiting him fills me with the hope that

McDermott will be here next week and next year as well.

There’s so much more coming for a music fan, one with an ear

for pop and color, and youth tempered with a small smidgen of

wisdom. A music lover looking for some local flavor to a new

year of music.” 

 

Earl Maldoun, “Being the Lead in Your Own Movie”, Shutter 16

Magazine 

 

“Above all, this album does an amazing job of bringing you

straight to the setting that New York-native Peter McDermott

wants to take you. “Drinking Song” brings you right into a dive

bar amid heartache, full of xylophone hits and harmonica-

backed gang vocals while songs like “Life of the Party” puts you

in the shoes of a person realizing that their current situation,

while probably not the greatest, isn’t gonna slow them down

from a weekend of binge drinking. Overall, One Big Picture

Show is a fun record without sacrificing its blatant honesty. It

takes you back to a simpler era in music while reminding you

of the down-to-earth attitude that has become increasingly

popular in the recent years. Legitimately every song would be a

perfect fit on any indie movie soundtrack, and we absolutely

love that.”  

 

Trevor Nicholson, “Album Review - One Big Picture Show”,

Forgotten Underground 

 

“As a whole, One Big Picture Show crosses over multiple genre

lines without ever feeling strange... McDermott certainly knows

his way around a pop song, and there’s plenty in these six

songs to prove that, whether it be the all-too-brief bridge in

“Who’s Gonna Love You?” which gets so close to prog it’s

actually impressive, or the undeniably sunny guitar lead in

album closer “The Cure That I Need.” It’s a great first glimpse

into an artist setting himself up to be the life of the party.” 

 

TJ Foster, “One Big Picture Show - EP Review”, Digital Wheat

Paste 
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1.  Life of the Party 

2. Listen, Emily 

3. Drinking Song 

4. Stuck in Your Love 

5. Who's Gonna Love You? 

6. The Cure That I Need
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